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摘  要 
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Since the 2008 financial crisis, the competition in the domestic shoe industry has become 
increasingly fierce. Many international and local shoe brands compete sharply in the 
Chinese market. As a result, only a few local shoe brands have won their market share. 
However, the majority of manufacturers became factories of international or locally 
branded shoe companies. But they can only earn a meager production profit or even 
struggle to survive in the industry.  
 
This paper selects two representative companies (Fuguiniao and C.banner) as the research 
object, making an in-depth analysis of the financial statements of the two companies, 
comparing their financial performance and finding out what financial policies they 
adopted and which quadrant each is located in the financial strategy matrix. From the 
findings, the author hopes to make recommendations for the two companies regarding 
their financial strategy and related areas. Furthermore, the author hopes to get some 
meaningful conclusions for the two companies as well as their small counterparts. 
 
This article includes eight chapters. The first chapter introduces the research background, 
significance of this study and research framework while the second chapter is a macro 
environment and industry analysis. The third chapter provides basic information on 
Fuguiniao and C.banner and their operating characteristics; then, the fourth chapter is a 
three-dimensional analysis of the financial statements of both companies. The fifth chapter 
is a comparative analysis of the financial performance, including profitability, efficiency, 
liquidity and debt management, value creation capacity and cash generation capacity. In 
chapter VI, the growth, risk control and value creation factor decomposition analysis of 
the two companies are discussed while chapter VII evaluates their financial policies and 
makes a financial strategy matrix analysis. Finally, chapter VIII is a discussion on the 
conclusions and recommendations. It also summarizes the results of this study and 
proposes financial policies and recommendations, respectively, for both companies. 
 
After the comparative analysis, the author found that both companies have good 
performance. However, they use different modes of operation. Fuguiniao mainly uses a 
distribution channel while C.banner operates self-owned sales channel which is located 
mainly in shopping malls. But both companies emphasize multi-brand strategy. Fuguiniao 
adopted multi-brand strategy much later than C.banner. And even in the most recent period, 
majority of its revenue was from the brand “Fuguiniao”. On the contrary, C.banner has 
five own brands and several licensed brands. Also, both companies are value-creating. In 
recent years, the growth of the two companies has slowed down; their profitability also 
went downward, reflecting that the competition in the industry was really intense. To sum 
up, Fuguiniao had better performance on profitability, liquidity and debt management, 















made some recommendations on financial and related policies for the two companies, with 
the hope that these recommendations can help them and other companies in the industry. 
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第一章  研究概述 
1 
第一章  研究概述 
第一节  研究背景和意义 
中国制鞋业有着悠久的历史，相传黄帝时人们就开始用皮制鞋。但是，真正工
业化大规模的生产还是从欧洲开始的。最早的皮鞋制造中心位于意大利和西班牙等
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